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Instruction to Candidates:

l) Section -Ais compulsory consisting often questions canying two marks
each.

2) Section - B contains five questions carrying five marks each and students
has to attempt any four questions.

3) Section 'C contains three questions carrying ten marks each and stucients
has to attempt any two questions.

Section - A
Qt)

a) what are the basic elements of a crosed loop control system?

b) Feedback can improve stabilify or be harmful to stability. Comnrent.

c) Differentiate between the time and frequency domain analysis.

d) What do mean by the steady state error.

e) Differentiate between the continuous and sampled data control system.

0 What do you mean by the pole of a control system?

g) What can be said about the stability of a closed loop system having
three poles and no zero?

h) Define the bandwidth of a closed loop control system.

r) What are the limitations of a phase lead controller?

t What is servomechanism?
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Section - B

Q2) Using Mason's gain formula, determine the C/R
below

ratio for the system given

Q3) Deternine the unit step response of a system having closed loop transfer

function given berow trl=e;#O

Q4) Usingthe Routh's criterion, determine the stability of the closed lcrop control
system, which has the following characteristics equation

s'  + 4so + 8s'  + Bs, + 7s *  4 = 0

Q5l Construct Nyquist plot for a unity feedback control system whose open loop
transfer function is

c6)H6)=F*;'

Find maximum value of K for which the system is stable.

Q6) what are the steady state magnitude and phase of the output from a systern
when subjected to a sinusoidal input of 0 = 2sin (3t + 60.) if it has a transfer

func t ionofG"  4
(s,)  =;+ 
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Section - C

Q7) Draw the root locus for a systern having open loop transfer function as

I fK=5de te rmine

a) Gain margin

b) phasc margin

Q8) The open loop transfer function of a certain unity feedback system is

G(s)= '  5, ,s (s + z)(s + r0)

Construct Bode plot and determine the

a) limiting value K for the system to be stable

b) value of K for the l0 db gain margin

c) value of K for the phase margin to be 50 degree.

Q9) a) what is compensat ion? Explain the phase- lead and phase- lag
compensation networks.

b) Explain AC position control system in detail.
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